ally our results suggest a functional segregation between plastic and dynamic processes in hippocampal processing.
junctive visual and self-motion representation (described in detail later), and 116 the relative strength of these two inputs is controlled by the parameter α. At 117 a relatively high value of this parameter, grid-cell attractor dynamics in each 118 layer is strongly influenced by the hippocampal input, leading to an overall 119 stronger effect of visual information. At a low value of α, the grid-cell dynamics 120 is governed almost exclusively by self-motion input.
121
Thus, the total synaptic input to a grid cell i at time t is (omitting grid cell 
Here, A cpc (t, j) is the activity of j-th CPC at time t (described below) and
126
A gc (t, k) = I gc (t, k) is the activity of k-th grid cell (we use linear activation 127 function for grid cells).
128
Feedforward synaptic connections from CPCs are initialized by random values and updated during learning according to a standard Hebbian learning scheme:
followed by explicit normalization ensuring that the norm of the synaptic weight 129 vector of each cell is unity (a neurally plausible implementation of the normal-130 ization step can be implemented by a change in the learning rule (Oja, 1982) ).
weight is modulated by the self-motion velocity vector, such that the activity bump moves across the neural sheet according to the direction and norm of 137 the velocity vector, with a proportionality constant that is grid-cell population 138 specific. These proportionality constants were tuned such that the grid spacing 139 across different grid cell populations were between 42 cm and 172 cm. Grid-
140
cell firing patterns were oriented 7.5
• with respect to one of the walls of an 141 experienced experimental enclosure (Krupic et al., 2015) .
142
Encoding of visual and self-motion input by place cells
143
As mentioned above, the model includes three distinct populations of place The total input to a VPC i at time t is given by
A avi (t, j)W avi vpc (t, i, j)
where A avi (t, j) is the activity of j-th Gabor filter aligned with the allocen- 
174
More specifically, they implement the E%-max winner-take-all learning scheme 175 identical to that of VPCs learning described above (with parameter E mpc de-
176
termining the proportion of highly active cells).
177
Conjunctive place cells. Both VPCs and MPCs project to CPCs, that model CA1 pyramidal cells sensitive to both visual and self-motion cues. The total input to a conjunctive cell is:
Again, a E%-max winner-take-all learning scheme is implemented in this net-
179
work, but with a heterosynaptic update learning rule:
where H(.) is the Heaviside step function (H(x) = 0 for x ≤ 0, and H(x) = x otherwise) and θ is the presynaptic activity threshold.
182
Due to the fact that MPCs, CPCs and grid cells are connected in a loop, a 183 local activity packet in an "upstream" cell population shifts the activity packet 184 in the "downstream" population towards the position of former. (Fig. 2B, middle row) . Finally, CPCs will be active in all the three conditions 212 since they combine both types of input (Fig. 2B , bottom row).
213
In contrast to VPCs that are completely independent of self-motion cues and 
252
To illustrate the same multisensory integration mechanism on the level of hippocampal-entorhinal feedback loop (without disabling synaptic plasticity).
375
As the feedback strength controls the influence of visual input in our model, we 376 expected that this procedure will result in the construction of a global represen-377 tation on the level of grid cells when the strength of the loop is sufficiently low.
378
This was indeed the case as the global fit was high when the loop strength was 379 set to low values (small α), and, conversely, the local fit was high for a strong (Fig. 9A) . In contrast, the mismatch is smaller for the merged-room ex-420 periment, since the visual and self-motion cues near the removed wall code for 421 similar spatial positions (Fig. 9B ). Therefore, it is possible that learning across Our model is constructed to reflect the above data in a simplified way. While 477 the neural basis for the aforementioned grid-cell-independent code is not clear, we conceptualized it by a population of VPCs, which learn subsets of visual fea-479 tures corresponding to a particular location using simple competitive learning 480 scheme. Similarly to experimental data described above, VPCs form a sta- 
551
In our simulations, we assumed that the animals head direction system pro- as the width of the low-correlation band (Fig. 6D ) is proposed to be related Visual input
617
The artificial retina was modeled as a rectangular grid of Gabor filters uni-
618
formly covering the panoramic cylindrical camera with visual field 160
619
At each location of the grid, 4 filters of different orientations were used. We by moving quasi-randomly in the experimental room.
643
Testing. Synaptic weights were fixed, and activities of all the cells in the 644 model were recorded in the following three experimental conditions. In the
645
'light' condition the full model was run to randomly explore the environment.
646
In the 'passive translation' condition, the velocity vector input to the grid cell 647 populations was set to (0, 0). In the 'dark' condition, the model was run with 648 visual cues turned off (uniform gray images were presented as visual input).
649
Next, the trained model was run to cross the environment from left to right in
650
'light' and 'dark' conditions as before, but with the speed gain in the grid cell 651 populations modulated as described in the Results. 
with peak firing rate A, wave vectors k 1 , k 2 and k 3 and phase offsets c = (c x , c y ).
691
The wave vectors are defined as k = ( 
